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                        GULFBROKERS

                        PLATINUM

                        Gulfbrokers Platinum provides a wide range of instruments including metals, currencies, hydrocarbons via our state of the art online trading systems.
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                    Dedicated online support

                    All our clients receive
equal quality of service.
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                    20 Methods for Deposits & Withdrawals

                    Our payment methods are
 simple, secured and fast.


                

                See deposit methods
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                    Trading instruments

                    Trade forex, oil, gold.


                

                See instruments or spread sheets
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                    Stp BROKER

                    All trades are executed in
 real-time, with no
 interference.
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                            When online investing, we make it easy to benefit via our decade ling experience.

                            Our customer's trust and capital are priority. We remain commited to providing the utmost levels of security. Client's funds are held in the top five banks withing Cooperation Council region.
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                            Trade more on Metatrader 5

                            MT5 is build for traders of all skill levels, keeping the simplicity of flexible traders, on point technical analysis, and accessable on mobile devices.
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                            Trade with low spreads and swaps

                            We are offering low spreads charges which are appropriate for both day traders and investors allowing to focus on trade volumes, instead of expenses with competitive overnight swaps.


                        


                    


                


            


        



    

    
        

        

            
                
                
                
                
                
            


            


    

    

        
            
                

                    Contact us


	                Whenever you are unsure about something or just require some information, we are here for you. Do not hesitate to contact us.
We provide 24/5 customer support.
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                            Legal: None of the content published here constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. None of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy or other matter. We make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to the information, products, services, or related graphics contained on this page for any purpose. Any reliance you place on such information is strictly at your own risk. In no event will we be liable for any loss or damage.

                        


                    


                


            


    	

    


    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  